This article provides NODDI diffusion metrics in the brains of 52 healthy participants and computer simulation data to support compatibility of hybrid diffusion imaging (HYDI), "Hybrid diffusion imaging" [1] acquisition scheme in fitting neurite orientation dispersion and density imaging (NODDI) model, "NODDI: practical in vivo neurite orientation dispersion and density imaging of the human brain" [2] . HYDI is an extremely versatile diffusion magnetic resonance imaging (dMRI) technique that enables various analyzes methods using a single diffusion dataset. One of the diffusion data analysis methods is the NODDI computation, which models the brain tissue with three compartments: fast isotropic diffusion (e.g., cerebrospinal fluid), anisotropic hindered diffusion (e.g., extracellular space), and anisotropic restricted diffusion (e.g., intracellular space). The NODDI model produces microstructural metrics in the developing brain, aging brain or human brain with neurologic disorders. The first dataset provided here are the means and standard deviations of NODDI metrics in 48 white matter region-of-interest (ROI) averaging across 52 healthy participants. The second dataset provided here is the computer simulation with initial conditions guided by the first dataset as inputs and gold standard for model fitting. The computer simulation data provide a direct comparison of NODDI indices computed from the HYDI acquisition [1] to the NODDI indices computed from the originally proposed acquisition
. These data are related to the accompanying research article "Age Effects and Sex Differences in Human Brain White Matter of Young to Middle-Aged Adults: A DTI, NODDI, and q-Space Study" [3] . & 2016 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Inc. This is an open access article under the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
Specifications Table

Subject area
Neuroimaging More specific subject area
Diffusion magnetic resonance imaging
Type of data Figure, 
Value of the data
The experimental data could serve as bench marker for studies on white matter microstructural measurements using either imaging or histologic approaches.
This simulation data could serve as a reference for future studies that use HYDI acquisition for NODDI computation.
This simulation approach could be applied on future studies to design acquisition schemes and investigate the schemes' compatibility for diffusion compartment modeling.
Data
The experimental data (Table 1) include NODDI metrics (i.e., orientation dispersion index (ODI) and intercellular volume fraction (ICVF)) and other diffusion metrics for comparison such as DTI (i.e., axial diffusivity (AD), radial diffusivity (RD), mean diffusivity (MD), and factional anisotropy (FA)) and q-space analysis (i.e., zero-displacement probability (P 0 )). The means and standard deviations of diffusion metrics in 48 white matter ROIs were computed across 52 healthy participants with age between 18 and 72 years old (mean 39 714).
The HYDI acquisition scheme includes 5 shells with different diffusion-weighting b-value and each shell has homogeneously distributed diffusion-weighting directions [1] . Details of the HYDI diffusionencoding scheme are shown in Table 2 . We simulated different combinations of HYDI shells to compute NODDI diffusion indices. The HYDI shell combination protocols are: p12, p123, p1234, and p12345 (Table 3 ). The p12 protocol comprises the first and second HYDI shell with b-value of 375 and 1500 s/mm 2 , respectively. The p123 protocol comprises the 1st, 2nd and 3rd HYDI shell. Similarly, p1234 comprises the 1st to 4th HYDI shell and p12345 has all 5 shells. The NODDI-p14 is the diffusion-encoding scheme recommended by [2] . The NODDI diffusion model yields microstructural indices including the intracellular volume fraction (ICVF), fiber orientation dispersion index (ODI), and free water volume fraction (FISO). The estimates of these microstructural indices will be compared between the HYDI protocols and the NODDI-p14. 
Experimental design, materials, and methods
The 48 white matter ROIs of the experimental data in Table 1 were defined through intersecting the white matter atlas, Johns Hopkins University (JHU) ICBM-DTI-81 [4] with the common white matter skeleton created from all of the subjects similar to [3] . The diffusion metrics of NODDI, DTI, and q-space were averaged within the ROIs and then across the 52 participants. The standard deviations reflect the variations of ROI means across the participants. Table 3 Diffusion encoding protocols The dot denotes the mean of the specific diffusion property estimated using NODDI-p14 and HYDI (p12, p123, p1234, and p12345) schemes. The error bar denotes the standard deviation across the 30 random trials, 250 fiber directions and the rest diffusion properties. Fig. 3 . Simulated results for SNR¼ 30. Dashed lines denote the ground truth of simulated diffusion properties (i.e., ICVF, ODI and FISO). The dot denotes the mean of the specific diffusion property estimated using NODDI-p14 and HYDI (p12, p123, p1234, and p12345) schemes. The error bar denotes the standard deviation across the 30 random trials, 250 fiber directions and the rest diffusion properties. The tissue diffusion properties were simulated using SynthMeas.m provided in the NODDI Matlab toolbox (http://mig.cs.ucl.ac.uk/index.php?n ¼Tutorial.NODDImatlab). According to the experimental data in Table 1 , we designed the ground truth and initial inputs for computer simulation: ICVF ¼ [0.2, 0.4, 0.5, 0.8]; kappa ¼ [0, 0.25, 1, 4, 16]; and FISO ¼0. Similar design can also be found in [2] . The kappa is the Watson distribution parameter that determines the estimation of ODI [5] . The intracellular axial diffusivity is set as 1.7 Â 10 À 3 mm 2 /s, and the fast free isotropic diffusivity representing cerebrospinal fluid is set as 3 Â 10 À 3 mm 2 /s similar to free water diffusion. There were 30 random trials at each of the 250 different fiber orientations uniformly distributed on a unit sphere (Fig. 1) [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . For all of the ICVF and kappa conditions, the NODDIp14 and HYDI p12345 schemes did not differ significantly from each other (p-value 4 0.05). At SNR b0 ¼20, HYDI p12345 overestimates low ICVFs more often than NODDI-p14, but both are comparable at a high ICVF (40.5), which is a more realistic value for white matter listed in Table 1 . Both schemes underestimate high ODIs, but work fine at a low ODI (o ¼ 0.5), which is again more realistic The dot denotes the mean of the specific diffusion property estimated using NODDI-p14 and HYDI (p12, p123, p1234, and p12345) schemes. The error bar denotes the standard deviation across the 30 random trials, 250 fiber directions and the rest diffusion properties. Fig. 6 . Simulated results for SNR ¼ infinity (i.e., noise¼ 0). Dashed lines denote the ground truth of simulated diffusion properties (i.e., ICVF, ODI and FISO). The dot denotes the mean of the specific diffusion property estimated using NODDI-p14 and HYDI (p12, p123, p1234, and p12345) schemes. The error bar denotes the standard deviation across the 30 random trials, 250 fiber directions and the rest diffusion properties.
for white matter listed in Table 1 . As the SNR increases, both NODDI-p14 and HYDI eventually reach the ground truth. Between the combinations of HYDI shells, p12 tends to underestimate ODI in high ODI tissue model at low SNR and also overestimate ICVF in high ICVF. Other combinations p123, p1234, and p12345 were comparable across simulated tissue properties and SNRs.
